INFLUENCE
. Data were taken using each of the three biasing schemes illustrated in Fig. 2 . Results of these measurements will be discussed in the next section.
RESULTS
Two side-coupled ring resonator designs, with 50-f_ and 25-t) characteristic impedance at room temperature* were tested with several STO film thickness.
Data for each of these rings are summarized in 
MHz below and above such a frequency.
That is, there is just an optimal voltage value, and therefore a single frequency, at which a practical 8fn -1 value can be attained eradicating all the intended advantages of tunability.
We have observed that the high 8fn -1 values as well as the broad tuning range of the resonator can be maintained by adjusting V L and V R in a con'elated way. That is, using biasing scheme C of Fig. 2 , one can optimize the coupling and sharpen the 3_, resonance while maintaining large tunabilities. The magnitude of $21 resulting from this differential biasing scheme is shown in Fig. 5 . Note that as V R grows, the optimal difference AV=VR-V L also increases mainly due to the nonlinearity of erSTO. The data shown in Fig. 5 , exhibit bandstop ring resonators with 8fn-1 as high as 12,000. For the bias range indicated in the figure, the 3_, resonance of the ring was tuned from 15.75 to 17.41 GHz while keeping _Sfn-1 above 768 within the whole range.
Note that similar results can also be attained for the configuration shown in Fig. l(b) using biasing scheme C, as shown in Fig. 6 
